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Abstract
The aim of this paper was to observ the differences between three lettuce varieties, Silișteană C, Lollo Rosso and Lollo
Bionda, in terms of growth and development. Experimental research activity was carried out in the solar belonging to
S.C. Salpitflor Green S.A. Pitești. Were monitoried parameters such as: plant height, number on leaf on the plant, the
diameter of the rosetts of leaves, the weight of leaf rosette, the lenght of the root system and the weight of the root
system. The result were compared and recomandations were made. The three lettuce varietes reacted differently,
generally the differences between the values of the different characters measures being very obvious. Higer results for
all studied characters were obtained in the Silișteană C variety, compared to the other studied varietes, denoting that it
is a valuable, vigorous and balanced variety. In all the studied characters, the Lollo Bionda variety recorded the lowest
values, showing a lower quality than the other variants.
Keywords: growth, lettuce, solar, variety.

1. INTRODUCTION
Salad has always been a reason for study for researchers in order to obtain high value varietes and
hybrids, because it is a vegetable with high nutritional importance (Chaux and Foury, 1994), rich in
vitamins, minerals and nutrients (Maniutiu, 2006, Janbaz et al., 2013).
A tendency to make salad culture more efficient is represented by the specialization of the crops
depending on the destination of the production (Ciofu et al., 2004, Křístková et al., 2008). Important
benefits are brought by the use of early and disease-resistant varieties and hybrids, (SretenovićRajičić et al., 2008), reducing production costs. In this way, early productions are obtained that are
capitalized at advantageous prices ().
As a result of the widening of the lettuce variety, it is necessary to study the varieties in
comparative crops in order to see how their genetic development is expressed in the conditions of
the area in which they are cultivated (Vries, 1990).
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The experience was performed in the solarium at S.C.Salpitflor Green S.A., located in Pitești, Argeș
County.
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The biological material consisted of three varieties of lettuce: Silișteană C, Lollo Rosso and
Lollo Bionda.
Silișteană C: romanian variety, produced by S.C. UNISEM S.A. Bucharest, I.S.T.I.S.
Lollo rosso: early cultivar, recomended for open field cultivation. The leaves are curly, dark red on
the outside and green on the inside and are very pleasant to the taste. The average weight is between
150-300 g. Intended for fresh consumption.
Lollo bionda: early cultivar, recommended for open field cultivation. The leaves are curly, light
green and very pleasant to taste. The average weight is between 150-300 g. Intended for fresh
consumption.
The objective of the research was to follow the differences between the varieties. Comparisons were
made regarding the biometric parameters for each studied variant, following their commercial
value.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In terms of the number of leaves, the Silișteană C variety was noticed, with superior result to the
other variants. The smallest number of leaves was recorded by the Lollo Bionda variety (Figure 1).
The high frequency of leaves/plant to the Silișteană C variety, 2.55, indicates the obtaining of
vigorous and quality edible parts (Figure 2).

Figure 1. The number of leaves in the three varieties study: Silișteană C, Lollo Rosso and Lollo Bionda

Figure 2. Leaf /plant frequency for the three studied varietes
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The variety influenced the growth in height of the leaf rosette. The best results were obtained for the
Silișteană C variety, where the height of the rosette was 15 cm, compared to the other two varieties,
that obtained 13 cm in height (Figure 3).
The Silișteană C variety also recorded the largest diameter of the leaf rosette (Figure 4, Figure 5).

Figure 3. Leaf rosettes height for Silișteană C, Lollo Rosso and Lollo Bionda varietes

Figure 4. Diameter of leaf rosettes at Silișteană C, Lollo Rosso and Lollo Bionda varietes

Figure 5. The diameter of the leaf rosettes at the studied varieties: Silișteană C (a); Lollo Rosso (b); Lollo Bionda (c)
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Regarding the weight of the leaf rosette, it can be appreciated that the best results were registered
for the Silișteană C variety which indicate the obtaining of vigorous and quality plants (Figure 6).

Figure 6. The weight of the rosettes of leaves in the studied varietes

The best results in terms of the root system were obtained in the Silișteană C variety, to which the
length of the roots was almost 2 times longer, compared to that of the roots of the Lollo Bionda
variety, demonstrating a better nutritional capacity (Figure 7).
And in terms of the weight of the root system, the best results were also recorded to the Silișteană C
variety and the weakest results were obtained to Lollo Bionda variety (Figure 8).

Figure 7. Root system lenght at Silișteană C, Lollo Rosso and Lollo Bionda varietes

Figure 8. Root system weight at Silișteană C, Lollo Rosso and Lollo Bionda varietes
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4. CONCLUSIONS
Following the observations, the Silișteană C variety was noted for its vigorously, balanced and
special commercial aspect. The measurements performed showed thet the superior results for all the
studied characters were obtained for the Silișteană C variety, compared to the other varieties. In all
the characters studied, the Lollo Bionda variety recorded the lowest values, showing a lower quality
than the other variants.
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